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Value of the Appraisal

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Terms of Reference
This character appraisal has been
prepared in response to Government
advice.
Conservation Areas
Conservation Areas were introduced by
the Civic Amenities Act 1967, and
defined as being “areas of special
architectural or historic interest the
character or appearance of which it is
desirable to preserve or enhance”. They
depend on much more than the quality
of individual buildings, and take into
account features such as building layout,
open spaces, boundaries, thoroughfares,
the mix of uses, use of materials and
street furniture. It is common for a
conservation area to include a number of
buildings which are designated as ‘Listed
Buildings’ because of their individual
architectural or historic value.
Conservation Area Appraisals
The approach to conservation area
designation has altered dramatically in
recent years and it is now recognised
that development plan policies,
development control decisions,
proposals for preservation or
enhancement and the ‘management’ of
conservation areas can be best achieved
when there is a clear and sound
understanding of the special interest of
the conservation area. PPG 15 –
“Planning and the Historic Environment”
urges Local Authorities to prepare
detailed assessments of their
conservation areas and states that “the
more clearly the special architectural or
historic interest that justifies designation
is defined and recorded, the sounder will
be the basis for local plan policies and
development control decisions, as well
as for the preservation and
enhancement of the character or
appearance of an area”.
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The value of the appraisal is two-fold.
First, its publication will improve the
understanding of the value of the built
heritage. It will provide property owners
within the conservation area, and
potential developers with clearer
guidance on planning matters and the
types of development, which are likely to
be encouraged. Secondly, it will enable
Newcastle City Council to improve its
strategies, policies and attitude towards
the conservation and development
opportunities and priorities within the
conservation area. The appraisal will
form a sound basis for establishing
effective conservation area policies;
support the effective determination of
planning and listed building applications,
and form relevant evidence in planning
appeals with specific emphasis on those
relating to the demolition of unlisted
buildings.
Evaluation criteria-buildings and
Development Sites
•

existence of/proximity to listed
buildings, scheduled ancient
monuments, protected trees,
features of interest.

•

grouping cohesiveness, linkage/
relationships to other buildings

•

period, style, materials, colour,
detail, proportion, status

•

uniqueness, distinctiveness,
consistency, inventiveness

•

local, regional or national
importance

•

completeness, condition,
construction

•

cultural, historical or ‘folk/popular’
associations

•

archaeological and industrial
archaeological value

•

orientation, access, form, height,
plot shape
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•

relationship to topography and
urban grain

•

density/proximity to other buildings

•

historical or planning precedents

Purpose of designation, principles of
character and boundaries.

•

opportunity for creative
contemporary solutions

Purpose for Designation

•

threat from unsympathetic
development

Streetscape
•

historic pattern

•

effect of proportion, alignment and
topography on enclosure

•

street furniture, signs and features

•

landscaping and surfacing

•

shopfronts and commercial
treatment

•

period, style, materials, colour,
detail, proportion, status

•

relationship to urban grain

•

relationship and hierarchy with
connecting spaces

•

cohesiveness and relationship with
buildings

•

local, regional or national
importance

•

completeness, condition,
construction

•

cultural, historical or ‘folk/popular’
associations

•

archaeological and industrial
archaeological value

•

uniqueness, distinctiveness,
consistency, inventiveness

•

visual and physical activity

•

traffic and access

•

effects of differing lighting
conditions

1.2 Brandling Village
Conservation Area

Brandling Village Conservation Area was
designated in 1976. Brandling Village
Conservation Area is an excellent
example of a Victorian and Edwardian
suburb that was essentially developed
between 1820 and 1920. It was
designated to reinforce existing local
plan policies and protect the uniformity
and architectural quality of the Victorian
Terraces from unsympathetic home
improvements by the individual
occupants.
Within this conservation area there are
36 grade II listed buildings. The
conservation area status provides
protection for all trees within the
designated area.
Principles of Character
Brandling Village contains some of the
best examples of late Georgian Victorian
and Edwardian domestic architecture in
the city. These terraces are set largely in
a mature landscape with views over
Exhibition Park and the Town Moor.
They range from polite Georgian
residences to workers cottages.
The western side of the conservation
area is soft landscaped open space school playing fields and Brandling Park
are adjacent to the Great North Road.
To the east of these are St Andrew’s and
Jesmond Cemetery, and the
independent school playing fields off
Lambton Road.
The three large mid Victorian Institutional
developments, the Northern Counties
School for the Deaf, the former Princess
Mary Maternity Hospital and the Fleming
Memorial Hospital, together with the later
Nineteenth Century Jesmond United
Reform Church and the Newcastle
Church High School, are all set within
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spacious landscaped grounds. All these
individually designed buildings are of
architectural merit and social importance
providing an insight into the development
of Nineteenth Century society. These
buildings are also landmark buildings
both within the conservation area and
when viewed from beyond. The spire of
Jesmond United Reform Church and the
Campanile Tower of the former Princess
Mary Maternity Hospital are dominant
skyline features. The only open views
into this conservation area are from the
Great North Road across the playing
fields and Brandling Park. The
Nineteenth Century residential terraces
of Brandling Park and Abbotsford Terrace
together with the three institutional
buildings provide a very strong
silhouette. The parkland type setting and
long views complement the formality and
architectural integrity of the group.
To the east of Brandling Village the
density of the grain of the conservation
area increases with predominantly Mid
Victorian to early Twentieth century
residential terraces. The design of these
terraces is simple and restrained with a
strong architectural integrity and
uniformity. The main axis of the road
layout is parallel to the 1860s Blyth and
Tyne railway line, now the Metro line. It
also closely follows the historic network
of fields and footpaths as shown on early
Nineteenth Century maps.
Direct views into the conversation area
are limited from Osborne Road as the
wall which follows the Metro line and the
construction of the Central Motorway
form major physical and visible barriers.
Boundaries
Brandling Village Conservation Area is
directly to the North of the City Centre. It
is bounded by the Great North Road to
the West, the metro line to the East, the
northern boundary of St Andrews and
Jesmond Cemetery and the central
motorway to the south.
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The sub-division of the Conservation
Area.
Within Brandling Conservation Area
there are five identifiable sub-areas with
distinctive character and appearance.
These sub-areas have been determined
by the historical townscape of the village,
the architectural styles, period and use of
the buildings and the landscaped setting.
These are:
3.1 Sub-area 1 Brandling Village;
Brandling Park, Brandling Place South,
Clayton Road (south side), Clayton Park
Square and Abbotsford Terrace.
3.2 Sub-area 2 Playing Fields, St
Andrew’s Cemetery, and large Victorian
Institution Buildings;
Great North Road, Burdon Terrace (north
side) and Tankerville Terrace (west side).
3.3 Sub-area 3 Mid Victorian suburban
development south of Clayton Road and
Independent schools;
Clayton Road, Eslington Terrace,
Eskdale Terrace, and Lambton Road.
3.4 Sub-area 4 Mid Victorian and early
Twentieth century suburban
development North of Clayton Road;
Burdon Terrace, Tankerville Terrace (east
side) Otterburn Terrace, and Haldane
Terrace.
3.5 Sub-area 5 Early Twentieth century
Arts and Crafts Residential development;
Haldane Terrace, Kingsland, Clayton
Road and Eslington Terrace.

2. CONTEXT OF
BRANDLING VILLAGE
CONSERVATION AREA
2.1 Historical Development
Jesmond, at the beginning of the
Nineteenth Century, was an agricultural
area with a few operating coal mines. It
was within the Castle Ward division of
Northumberland until 1835 when it was
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included within the borough and county
of Newcastle upon Tyne as a suburb of
the city. Brandling Village lies outside
the medieval settlement of Newcastle
although the town’s medieval common,
the town moor is thought to have
extended as far east as Jesmond. The
village itself is not on the site of an earlier
settlement.
This Conservation Area is bounded by
three major arterial routes into the City.
The Great North Road the turnpike
leading to Edinburgh on the western
edge is the oldest route. Jesmond Road
to the south follows the route of the
former Carlton Terrace and the New
Turnpike as shown on Thomas Oliver’s
map of 1830. The Blyth and Tyne
Railway line was laid through Jesmond in
the 1860s, and is lined by the planned
residential streets of Eslington Terrace
and Osborne Road of the same period.
In 1820 the development of Brandling
Village first began on land belonging to
Robert Warwick. Terrace cottages were
built for employees of the Jesmond coal
mines along either side of the former
High Street to the south of Clayton Park
Square and along South and East Front.
To the west and south were built the
polite terraces of nos. 14 to 33 Brandling
Park formerly Brandling Place and
Brandling Place South. There were also
some cottages on the road linking the
Great North Road to Burdon Place. The
village was surrounded by fields and
gardens. The street layout still, in part,
follows the lines of the access roads and
footpaths to the mines via the Great
North Road.
From the mid Nineteenth Century
Brandling Village changed from a semirural development to one surrounded by
planned suburban development of
mostly terrace housing for middle class
families. The majority of the built
development was complete by the end of
the Nineteenth Century. By 1860
Brandling Park with its Bowling Green
6

and informal network of paths had been
laid out and, to the North the formally
planned St Andrew’s Cemetery.
During this period three charitable
institutions were built on the edge of the
Town Moor: the Northern Counties Deaf
and Dumb Institution; the Northern
Counties Orphanages paid for by the
Abbotts and Philipson families; and the
Fleming Memorial Childrens’ Hospital.
The open, spacious nature of the area
was ideal for their requirements.
Adjacent to these institutions and
contemporary in development are
Jesmond United Reform Church on
Burdon Terrace built in 1888 and the
Newcastle Church High School on
Tankerville Terrace, the first purpose built
school in Jesmond, which opened in
1890.
To the south of Brandling Village,
Jesmond Parish Church, designed by
John Dobson was built in the late 1850s
prior to the planned development of
Eskdale and Eslington Terrace. These
large scale late Victorian block terrace
housing schemes were given impetus by
the development of the Blyth and Tyne
Railway line together with the parallel
Osborne Road which provided a horsedrawn tram service by the 1880s. The
aspect from Brandling Place South
remained open, overlooking fields and
the Corporation Manure Depot until the
turn of the century. Land south of
Lambton Road that had been laid out as
tennis courts and a football ground
became the school grounds for the Royal
Grammar School for second time, to
provide up-market residential dwellings
and the Fleming Memorial Hospital
adapted for office use. In both instances
the new use was considered appropriate
and provided a long term future for such
major buildings within the conservation
area. Their spacious setting permitted
new supporting development to be
incorporated without adverse impact on
the conservation area. There are a
limited number of office conversions of
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Extract from T. Oliver’s map of 1830

residential premises, notably on
Eslington Terrace and Lambton Road. In
several cases this has lead to the
erosion of the front garden setting and
loss of the original boundary detailing
with the traditional soft landscaping lost
and hard surfacing provided to
accommodate car parking.

The south side of Clayton Road, and
corner properties on Clayton Park
Square historically were the only retail
locations. Over time there has been an
incremental increase at ground floor on
Clayton Road to provide addition retail
units.
Within the conservation area there have
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•

Extract from T. Oliver’s map of 1844.

been pockets of Twentieth century infill
development, particularly on; the east
side of Otterburn Terrace adjacent to the
Metro line; the mid Twentieth Century
terrace housing on Eslington Terrace
which replaced the Victorian Methodist
Chapel and ancillary buildings; the
introduction of 1930’s style flat
8

development; and the construction of the
two University of Newcastle upon Tyne’s
Hall of residences on Eskdale Terrace.
The growth in demand for independent
schooling has made a significant impact
on the conservation area with extensive
new development to Church High
School, Central High School, Newcastle
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Extract from Bell’s map of 1847

Extract from 1st edition
O.S. map circa 1860
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Extract from 2nd
edition O. S. Map
c.1898
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Preparatory School and the Royal
Grammar School. Church High School
has expanded to occupy the adjacent
site on Tankerville Terrace and has also
converted some of the Victorian Terrace
housing opposite. The Central High
School has created additional teaching
facilities on Eskdale Terrace and a music
centre and tennis courts have been
developed on part of the site of the early
Victorian miner’s cottages. The Royal
Grammar School has almost trebled in
building capacity occupying their full site
frontage on Eskdale Terrace and
Lambton Road. On the north side of
Lambton Road is the Royal Grammar
School junior school and the Newcastle
Preparatory School playing fields.

2.2 Landscape Context
The generally flat topography of the
Conservation Area has resulted in little
landscape interest in these terms and it
is the development of the area, its
buildings and the surrounding tree
planting that are the notable landscape
elements today. Geologically, the
underlying sandstone and coal measures
are masked by boulder clay and glacial
drift and there is little visible evidence of
the local coal mining activity which
formed the basis for the first housing
development at Brandling Village.
Some topographical interest has been
created with the construction of the Blyth
and Tyne Railway line in the mid 19th
Century, and the more recent

•

Brandling Park

construction of the Central Motorway.
The tree lined railway, now the Metro
line, runs in cutting and defines the
eastern boundary of the site. The
bridges carrying Clayton Road and
Haldane Terrace over the line provide
quite clear gateways from Osborne Road
to the Conservation Area. Similarly the
Central motorway, with its cuttings,
flyovers and tree planting, defines the
south-west corner of the Conservation
area. For pedestrians the subway from
Windsor Terrace to Brandling Park and,
to a lesser extent, the enclosed
footbridge linking the two parts of
Jesmond Road give a positive sense of
arrival to the Conservation Area.
Significant tree planting along the line of
the Great North Road on the western
boundary and within the St Andrew’s &
Jesmond Cemetery at the northern end
reinforce the tree lined boundary for the
whole of the Conservation Area. The line
of the Metro is important for wildlife
conservation and is recognised as a
Wildlife Corridor within the Unitary
Development Plan.
On the western edge of the site, the line
of open spaces, Brandling Park and the
playing fields north of Clayton Road and
to a lesser extent the St Andrew’s
Cemetery, provide an important green
edge to the Conservation Area. They
also provide links, in visual and historical
terms with the Town Moor and also back
to the ‘green field’ origins of the whole
area. A further link is provided in wildlife
terms with a Wildlife Corridor link across
the fields from the Cemetery and
Institution sites to the Town Moor. In the
Unitary Development Plan the Town
Moor is identified as an area of
exceptional landscape value and this
lends character to the western edge of
the Conservation Area. Green spaces
elsewhere within the Conservation Area,
for example the playing fields for the
Royal Grammar and Preparatory
schools, are enclosed behind fences and
walls and are generally only glimpsed
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through gateways and therefore have
less impact in visual terms.
It is the mature trees, many of which are
subject to Tree Preservation Orders,
particularly in the grounds of the old
institutions on the Western edge but also
in gardens throughout the Conservation
Area which are the most important
landscape features. Although the
presence of a Preservation Order
ensures replacement planting it must be
noted that these mature trees are a
vulnerable resource. Most visible has
been the loss of many of the mature Elm
trees due to Dutch Elm disease
particularly from within the large
institutions, from Brandling Park, St
Andrew’s Cemetery and from the
embankments to the Metro line. Recent
developments, particularly of the big
institutions, have also caused loss of
trees mainly to parking and access roads
but equally here the new landscape
schemes in association with the
developments, have provided new tree
planting as well as new shrub planting.
The size and maturity of some of the
trees, their proximity to buildings and
branches overhanging roads have safety
implications. Safety issues have also
resulted in more clearance of vegetation
from the Metro line and it is important
that such work, although necessary,
does not adversely impact on either the
amenity or wildlife value of this line.

3. SETTLEMENT
ASSESSMENT

•

Brandling Park

identity of a Nineteenth Century village.
Despite the constant flow of traffic on
Clayton Road and streets lined with
parked cars this area still retains a well
used pedestrian network. The
Nineteenth Century footpaths and roads
now provide a popular route into the City
Centre as well as to the Town Moor.
The four rows of Nineteenth Century
terrace housing on Brandling Park
provide a very formal and coherent
frontage to the conservation area with a
strong visual link with the Great North
Road. Brandling Park and the deep
garden frontages to these properties and
the mature trees afford both privacy and

•

Brandling Park

•

Brandling Park

3.1 Sub-area 1 Brandling Village
Branding Park, Brandling Place South,
Clayton Road (south side) Clayton Park
Square and Abbotsford Terrace.
The survival of the late Georgian and
early Victorian terrace housing together
with the landscaped setting and historic
network of roads and footpaths has led
this area to retain both the ambience and
12
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seclusion. Some have first floor ‘piano
nobile’ bay windows providing
commanding views of the location. The
three short terraces of early Nineteenth
Century houses together with those on
Brandling Place South, South Front and
East Front are the earliest surviving
properties of Brandling Village. These
were originally designed as two bay, two
storey dwellings with basements. The
terraces retains a strong group identify
because of the similar plot size and
architectural detailing and materials.
They are built in English bond brick with
ashlar basements and dressings,
Georgian or early Victorian sash
windows and pitched roofs, principally in
welsh slate. The majority of these
dwellings have had a third storey
extension added at a later date. This is
evident in the change in brick colour.
There is one example of a mansard roof
extension. Ornate two storey bay
windows add grandeur with dressed lead
cappings and lacy iron balconies.
Recent alterations which detract from
the appearance of the group are large
‘velux’ type roof lights and modern
dormer windows.
The high front boundary treatment
mostly obscures the ground floor front
elevations. From the outset it would
appear that construction was a mix of
coursed sandstone, sandstone plinth
with iron railings or brick. In the
Twentieth Century the character of these
walls has been eroded. Iron railings
removed for armaments were replaced
with poor quality brick walls, close
boarded timber fencing and privet
hedging.
The rear of these terrace houses display
the results of development pressures.
Very few original offshots remain,
generally they have all been enlarged
both in foot print and height, with
discordant brickwork and modern
detailing. The rear yard walls are
similarly challenged, the demand for
curtilage parking resulting in the

punching of wide openings for garage
doors. There are some examples of
surviving Victorian cobbled flooring to the
rear of these properties.
The three rows of early Nineteenth
Century terrace housing are framed by
the two later Victorian buff brick terraces
of No 1-7 Brandling Park and Abbotsford
Terrace. These terraces are set forward
but otherwise have strong similarities
with the earlier terrace houses, two and
three storey, two bay, with an offset two
storey front bay window, stone dressings
and slate roofs. Whilst No 1-7 Brandling
Park have a similar plot size to the earlier
dwellings, the four terraced houses on
Abbotsford Terrace are almost twice as
wide

•

Abbotsford Terrace

The terraced houses of Abbotsford
Terrace form a strong link with the later
Victorian housing north of Clayton Road,
being very similar in design and detailing
to Burdon and Tankerville. It also
continues the presence of the building
frontage, established by the institutional
developments linking the two sub-areas.
Despite Abbotsford Terrace being a
public highway the continuation of the
playing field hedge, the mature front
garden trees and minimal traffic flow
make it very similar in character to the
private road providing access to the
Fleming Memorial Hospital and the
former Princess Mary Maternity Hospital.
Whilst the Victorian character of both of
these rows of housing remains
principally unchanged, the insertion of
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later dormers and rooflights together with
the loss of the original front boundary
treatment do detract from the
appearance of them.
At the rear of No 1 Brandling Park is the
rear entrance of the Royal Grammar
School. The playing fields occupy about
half the width of the conservation area at
this point and afford a view deep into the
core of the conservation area. This view
is evocative of the original setting of
Brandling Village.
Brandling Park itself was laid out as a
typical Victorian Park with bowling green,
pond and a mixture of informal and
formal walks, the latter leading to a
central fountain. The path layout within
the park reflected the earlier road layout
from Brandling Village to the Great North
Road. Over the years many of the
traditional features have been lost, the
pond and the railings have gone and
indeed a large section of the south west
corner of the park was lost with the
construction of the Central Motorway.
There are two Twentieth Century civic
pavilions overlooking the bowling green
adjacent to Clayton Road. These are
functional single storey buildings, one of
green painted timber board with a red
pitched roof and the other graffiti covered
buff brick with a flat roof and dominant
green painted deep fascia board. Their
design and state of repair detract from
the historic village setting. The loss of
mature trees to disease over the last
decade is also a concern although many
young replacement trees have been
planted. Nonetheless the park, and
particularly its mature trees, remains
important to the setting of the properties
along Brandling Park, as an entrance
feature to the Village and as a
recreational facility for its residents.
Contemporary with the early
development of nos. 14 to 33 Brandling
Park formerly Brandling Place are the
polite terrace houses on Brandling Place
South. These two storey properties
14

•

Brandling Place South

retain most of their original character and
all but three are listed Grade II. The
terrace was developed in three phases
between 1821 and 1830. The first
terrace to be constructed were Nos 22 to
28 in circa 1821. They have brick fronts
with ashlar basements, dressings and
rear elevations with the exception of Nos
25 and 26 which are also stone fronted.
The design is principally two bay with
Georgian or early Victorian sash
windows with one later ground floor bow
window. The pitched Welsh slate roofs
have examples of later dormers and
velux type roof lights.
No 34 to 46 Brandling Place South were
developed two years later on slightly
smaller plots. These are two storey,
some with attics, and principally two bay
constructed in sandstone ashlar with
Welsh slate roofs. These dwellings are
quite restrained except Nos 44, 45 and
46 which have flat Tuscan door cases
and an elliptical arched passageway
between Nos 38 and 39 which has a
Tuscan surround. The original Georgian
sash windows in several instances have
been replaced by later styles. No 34 has
a panel of raised lettering ‘Jessamine
Place’. The former Jessamine Cottages
were located immediately to the north.
Jesmuth was the name given to these
cultivated fields in the Anglian period,
many variations of the name has been
used for this location subsequently .
Nos 31 to 33, the third listed row, was
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constructed in c1830. Whilst they follow
the two bay and two storey format of the
earlier houses constructed in the terrace
they have a regency appearance which
is distinctive from the rest of the terrace.
The facades are decorated with incised
stucco, Tuscan door cases and deep
modelled high coped parapet with a
raised peaked central panel above each
house. ‘Brandling Place’ is recorded in
low-relief Egyptian letters at the right
end. This development is concurrent
with Thomas Oliver’s stucco terraces at
Leazes Crescent for Richard Grainger.
To the front elevation loss of the original
windows has been the only notable loss
of character.

•

Brandling Place South

There is a very notable contrast in
setting between the front and the rear of
Brandling Place South. The original
deep front gardens and path remain
except that the path now has the
appearance of a narrow alley with a high
stone wall topped by mesh fencing to the
south enclosing the now Newcastle
Preparatory School playing fields and by
the garden boundaries to the north side.
The garden front boundaries are quite
varied, random rubble sandstone,
ornamental iron railings set in a
sandstone plinth, stucco rendered walls,
white painted timber picket fencing and
hedging. The garden trees and shrubs
frequently obscure a view of the front
elevation from the footpath, therefore
affording privacy and seclusion to the
residents.

•

Brandling Place South

The rear of the properties to Brandling
Place South are exposed, although the
construction of the new Central High
School Music Centre has in part restored
the previous tight grain of the location.
The majority of the properties have rear
extensions which are quite varied in
design, materials and detailing and as a
consequence some are more
appropriate than others. There has been
an incremental loss of random rubble
sandstone rear yard walls with their
distinctive pitched modelled profile over
the outhouse roofs. These have been
replaced by non matching modern brick
walls and large garage doors.
The adjacent terrace cottages of South
Front and East Front are contemporary
with Brandling Place South. They are
similar in scale and design, but have
smaller front gardens. These two
terraces provide a strong visual
continuation to Brandling Place South,
built in brick with ashlar dressings and
Welsh slate roofs. The design as
Brandling Place south is two bay with
Georgian or early Victorian sash
windows. To the rear over time all the
yards have been infilled principally with
traditional cat-slide roofs to provide two
storey accommodation. The varied
coloured rendered elevations and use of
tile hanging provides a cheerful mews
like appearance, although rather
dissimilar to the appearance of the rest
of the area. Two Twentieth Century large
roof extensions with flat topped dormers
to the rear elevation of South Front are
historically and visually inappropriate,
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they detract from the character and
appearance of this location of the
conservation area. Ravensworth
Cottages to the rear of East Front has
been demolished and now houses a
school gymnasium and out door tennis
courts.
The site directly to the north of Brandling
Place South and South of Clayton Park
Square is the most altered and is
presently the most challenged within the
Conservation Area. Originally this was
the heart of Brandling Village with simple
two storey stone and brick terrace
housing with a laundry and outhouses.

The remainder of the clearance site is
dominated by a car park, with a
functional tarmac surface, unsightly
patching repairs and uneven surface. At
either end are two public houses, the
Collingwood Arms and the Brandling
Arms. The present Collingwood Arms is
a survival of the early Nineteenth
Century miners’ village, whereas the
Brandling Arms is a replacement
Twentieth Century building. The footprint
of the present Brandling Arms is now
substantially larger than the original
Victorian pub. Other than the overlap of
the footprint all that integrates this
building with the character of the location
is the colour of the brickwork and the two
storey scale.
It is evident that this location is still the
core of the village. It is frequently
crossed by pedestrians and by default
has become a public square, fronted by
the jumble of extended and altered rear
elevations of Victorian terraced housing.

•

South Front

•

Brandling Place South

The miners cottages were demolished in
1930, the laundry converted to a Tyre
Depot and recently demolished to
provide a music centre for the Central
High School. The Music Centre is very
dominant and, whilst retaining the two
storey scale of the location it otherwise
has its own individual identity with
modelled contrasting brick elevations,
16

cream render and artificial slate roof. In
some locations there are climbing plants,
which soften the appearance.

The late Victorian terrace housing
development of Clayton Road, (south
side) and Clayton Park Square unlike the
earlier terrace housing in this sub-area
was designed as a single entity. This is
reinforced by the use of cream glazed
brick on the front and gable elevations
which is unique to the conservation area.
Similar to the earlier village
developments, it is two storey and two
bay. The front building line is at the back
of the pavement, similar to the former
Brandling Village miners cottages
demolished in 1930. The lack of front
gardens with only small rear yards
creates a hard and more urban
character. These houses are quite
modest, the architectural style is
restrained Victorian. The detailing is
uniform; paired ground floor windows
with stone lintol, cill and central mullion,
eclectic classical raised door surround
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with a brick on end detail dentil course,
continuous stone first floor window cill
and eaves bands. The properties on
Clayton Road are slightly wider and are a
little more elaborate at first floor level
with a single and a paired window
together with a dentil band at eaves
level. The contour of the land is
reflected in the small steps in the terrace
rows. The principle threat to the
character of these dwellings at present is
the loss of original slate roofs and the
addition of roof lights and varied styles of
roof dormers. The plain rear brick
elevations have been much altered by
development.

along Clayton Square and, in small
measure, in association with the two
pubs.
Clayton Road, together with the corner
units on Clayton Park Square is
historically, the only retail core of the
village. The demand for shop units has
gradually increased on Clayton Road
which now has a mix of period
shopfronts of varied quality. There are
some good examples of surviving early
Victorian shopfronts, together with some
reasonable pastiche style shopfronts.
Those detrimental to the street are poor
quality modern and pastiche which are
most evident by their deep fascia boards
and bright colour schemes.

•

Clayton Road

Sub-area 1 - Summary
Special characteristics

•

•

Survival of late Georgian and
Victorian Village

•

Group value of terrace houses on
Brandling Park and Brandling Park
Square (31 listed Grade II)

•

The landscaped setting to
Brandling Park and Abbotsford
Terrace

•

Attractive front Garden settings to
Brandling Park, Brandling Place
South, South Front and Abbotsford
Terrace

•

Uniformity and formality of
materials and detailing to Clayton
Park Square and Clayton Road –
south side

Clayton Park Square

This whole area from Clayton Road
(south side) to the north side of the
Brandling Place South is, in marked
contrast to the rest of the Conservation
Area, lacking in trees and general soft
landscape treatment. Apart from a small
amount of new shrub and climbers round
the new Music school, the most visible
softening treatments are pots and tubs
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•

Village ambience

•

Survival of the Victorian Brandling
Park

•

Survival of Nineteenth Century
network of roads and footpaths

•

Survival of cobbled street to the
rear of Brandling Park

•

Survival of Victorian shopfronts in
Clayton Road and Clayton Park
Square

Against the Grain
•

Two Twentieth Century civic
pavilions beside the Bowling Green
in Brandling Park

•

Disparate and unresolved
development on the site of the
former Victorian miners cottages

•

Poor quality shopfronts, security
measures and signage on Clayton
Road and Clayton Park Square

•

Modern dormers and ‘Velux’
rooflights to terrace housing roof
scapes.

•

Highly visible unsympathetic rear
extensions to the terrace housing

•

loss of original garden boundary
treatment

Key Issues
•

External alterations to unlisted
properties

•

Traffic management

•

Management and setting of the
remainder of the site of the former
Victorian miners cottages

•

Shopfront design

•

Review of tree protection in the
area.

Enhancement Potential
•

Shopfront guidance

•

Enhance the landscaping in
Brandling Park

•

Comprehensive upgrade of the
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appearance of the site of the
former Victorian miners cottages.

3.2 Sub-area 2 Playing fields, St Andrew’s
Cemetery, and large
Victorian Institutional
Buildings
Area 2 occupies almost half the area of
Brandling conservation area. It is
distinctive and spacious with a mature
landscape setting and six large mid to
late Victorian Institutional buildings; the
Northern Counties School for the Deaf
1861, Abbots Memorial Girls Orphanage
1867 and Phillipson Memorial Boys
Orphanage 1873 – known later as
Princess Mary Maternity Hospital, the
Fleming Memorial Hospital 1887,
Jesmond United Reform Church and Hall
1887 and the Newcastle Church High
School 1890. These buildings are all of
architectural merit and are representative
of the wealth of diverse styles and taste
of the period. They, together with St
Andrew’s Cemetery, signify the change
of this location from a mining village on
the edge of the city to a suburb of status
reflecting social reform, medical advance
and legislation of the period. These
buildings are dominant both from outside
and within the conservation area by
virtue of their scale and massing but also
are afforded privacy by their spacious
setting and mature trees, the majority of
which are subject to Tree Preservation
Orders.
The Northern Counties School for the
Deaf occupies the largest plot fronting
both the Playing fields and Tankerville
Terrace. It was the earliest of the group
to be developed, and was founded in
1861 as the Institution for the Deaf and
Dumb. It is built in coursed sandstone
with a welsh slate roof the original
building is quite plain in detail. There
have been numerous extensions of
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•

Princess Mary Maternity Hospital

varying architectural styles which are
generally screened from view by the high
boundary treatment and mature treed
landscape setting. The initial Victorian
development provides an important
contribution to the cohesion of the
conservation area when viewed from the
Great North Road. The extensive
tarmaced car park to the east has been
poorly integrated, and when viewed from
the wide entrance on Tankerville Terrace,
it detracts from the setting of the school
and the character of the area.
The Northern Counties Orphanages
were the gift of two prominent local
families the Abbots and the Philipsons.
The Abbot Memorial Girls Orphanage
School (1867) was designed by local
Architects Austin and Johnson. It was
built in a Jacobean revival style as red
brick with sandstone dressings, grey
welsh slate roof and terracotta ridge tiles.
The front elevation is graced by a
delicate wrought iron veranda and
balcony and framed at either end by
projection wings with two storey bay
windows. The Phillipson Memorial Boys
orphanage school was designed by
Manchester Architect Geo. J Redmayne
in the Victorian picturesque style. Of the
two it has a more significant impact. It is
principally three storeys, in red brick, with
ashlar dressings, polychromatic

•

Northern Counties School for the Deaf

brickwork window arches and a steep
green Westmoreland slate roof. The
campanile tower at the south-west corner
is a significant skyline feature. The two
buildings were linked by a chapel in 1883
which has recently been demolished
following extensive loss of original fabric,
to provide courtyard access to the new
housing scheme.
The two buildings are excellent examples
of High Victorian taste which have
survived subsequent re-use as the
Princess Mary Maternity Hospital from
1939 and the recent 1990’s conversion
to flats and redevelopment of the site to
the rear for terrace housing. The recent
change of use has permitted the
complete clearance of the later, lesser
quality hospital buildings which
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•

Fleming Memorial Hospital for Sick Children

extensively covered the east side of the
site and the restoration of the frontage of
the Phillipson Memorial Orphanage at
ground floor level. The new build
housing is in a pastiche style
incorporating architectural features from
both of the Victorian Orphanages and
with sympathetic use of materials whilst
the footprint occupies that of the
previous extensions the scale is greater,
being slightly subservient to the Victorian
orphanages. From Tankerville Terrace
there are glimpses of the new
development which obscure the original
buildings. Some of the mature
landscape and trees have been lost to
car parking and a perimeter access
driveway, but there has been
replacement planting.
The former Fleming Memorial Hospital
for Sick Children, (1887) has a strong
visual presence both from the Great
North Road and Burdon Terrace. It was
commissioned by John Fleming, a local
solicitor in memory of his wife and was
designed by John Quilter and George
Wheelhouse in Jacobean Revival style.
It has many similarities to the Abbots
Memorial Girls Orphanage built twenty
years earlier. It is built in red brick with
sandstone ashlar dressing; a lakeland
slate roof with lead cupolas. The front
20

elevation is symmetrical, the central
projecting three storey bay is elaborate,
flanked by two storey wings. The
hospital closed in 1987 and
subsequently has been converted into a
business centre, inclusive of the Lodge
and Matron’s House, with new build
development to the rear. This
development has a neutral impact on the
conservation area, it is in a pastiche style
with sympathetic use of materials and
scale. The spacious grounds, mature
trees and landscape features have been
retained, and they assist in softening and
screening the impact of the new
extensions. This is of special benefit on
Burdon Terrace, where the rather bland
and unsympathetic mid Twentieth
Century two storey detached offices are
masked.
Jesmond United Reformed Church and
Hall are located in the centre of the
conservation area and are, very
prominent, set close to the back of the
pavement at the junction of Tankerville
and Burdon Terrace. They were built in
the ‘Free Gothic style’ by W L Newcombe
in 1887 and are restrained in their
design. The massing and the sandstone
facades, now weathered grey, are quite
sombre making a strong contrast to the
surrounding two and three storey
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United Reform Church
Victorian Terrace houses which are built
in warm coloured brick. The tall, corner
belfry crowned with long paired lancet
openings is an important skyline feature
from both within and outside the
conservation area.
Church High School, built in 1890 on
Tankerville Terrace was the first purpose
built school within the conservation area.
Whilst following the same building line
and similar massing to Jesmond United
Reform Church the terracotta coloured
bricks and highly modelled elevations in
a Queen Anne Revial style create a lively
and domestic appearance. The Flemish
gables are decorated with terracotta
garlands, urn and orb pinnacles. The flat
roofed three storey extension is box like
and lacks the charm and intricacy of the
original school. The continuous front low
brick wall and trimmed box hedge
creates an ordered and garden like
setting.

•

Church High School,
Tankerville Terrace

The mid Twentieth Century expansion of
Church High School is built on land

originally within the ownership of the
orphanages. It is mostly obscured by
mature protected trees, and the low
stone wall topped with inferior
replacement brown stained vertical
timber close board fence fronting
Tankerville Terrace. The angular school
buildings have a ‘system build’
appearance. They are of little
architectural merit and do not relate to
the surrounding Victorian buildings. The
intensive infilling of the Church High
School grounds has now reached full
capacity, eroding surrounding open
space, the preservation of which is an
essential element of the character of this
sub area of the conservation area.

•

St. Andrew’s Cemetery

St Andrew’s Cemetery opened in 1858
and forms the northern boundary of this
conservation area. It derives its name
from the historic Newcastle parish of St
Andrew’s. The symmetrical layout is
largely as originally designed, with a
principal east-west path and a shorter
dissecting north south path leading to the
former Dissenters and Episcopal
Chapels. These two chapels are not in
use and some windows are boarded up.
Mature trees line the main east west path
and are scattered throughout the
cemetery. As elsewhere some have
been lost to disease and decay and
there has been little in the way of
successful replacement. Although the
maintenance of the cemetery is in need
of attention it is a peaceful haven.
South of the Cemetery and to the west of
the large institutions on former Town
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Moor land, are several playing fields
used by the various institutions and
which fill the area in a strip adjacent to
the Great North Road. To the west, the
mature trees that edge the Great North
Road are also included in the
Conservation Area. The line of trees and
the open grassed area reflect the
character of the Town Moor to the west
of the main road and increase the
privacy of the setting of the large
institutions. Some of the trees along the
Great North Road have also fallen victim
to age and disease and their
replacement and the retention of these
strong lines of trees is of paramount
importance to the area.
The survival of the historic network of
tree lined paths connecting the Victorian
developments to the Great North Road
serves as a reminder of the historical
importance of the Great North Road as a
major access route to the area. The
principal entrance to St Andrew’s
Cemetery was originally to the west
marked by a formal entrance, whereas
today the entrance from Tankerville
Terrace is more frequently used.
Similarly the main route to the School for
the Deaf originally crossed this area. The
north-south pathway at the western
boundary of the properties is still
retained, but is now enclosed on either
side by a combination of iron railings and
stone walls to ensure privacy to the
Orphanages and School for the Deaf.
The narrow road off Burdon Terrace
providing access to the Fleming
Memorial Hospital and the former
Orphanage still retains the character of a
country lane flanked by mature trees.
Their formal gated entrances add
grandeur and a sense of importance.
The listed drinking fountain and adjacent
sandstone shelter at the junction of the
Great North Road and Clayton Road are
pleasing historical features but appear
very isolated. The pink granite and
sandstone drinking fountain was erected
in 1901 as a memorial for service to the
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City by W.D. Stephen Mayor of
Newcastle. The bus shelter was later
erected in 1928 by Stanley Miller, a local
builder as a shelter for parents visiting
children at the Fleming Hospital using
the tramway service into the City. It has
been subsequently turned round to face
away from the road.
Sub-area 2: Summary
Special characteristics
•

Mature treed landscape setting
occupying almost half of the
conservation area

•

Six large Victorian Institutional
buildings of Architectural Merit set
in spacious grounds. (3 Grade II
listed).

•

Skyline features of Jesmond United
Reform Church tower and
Phillipson Orphanage campanile
tower

•

Tranquillity and seclusion

•

Survival of network of historic
footpaths connecting to Great North
Road

•

Sports fields boundary treatment

Against the grain
•

Modern buildings of Church High
School and Twentieth Century
offices on Burdon Terrace.

Key Issues
•

Restriction of any further infill
developments

•

Maintenance of St Andrews
cemetery and suitable new uses for
the Chapels

Enhancement Potential
•

Re-instatement of appropriate
boundary treatment especially to
Burdon and Tankerville Terrace.
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•

Jesmond Parish Church

3.3 Sub-area 3
– Mid Victorian suburban
development south of
Clayton Road and
independent schools
Clayton Road, Eslington Terrace,
Eskdale Terrace and Lambton Road.
This area principally consists of mid to
late Victorian terrace housing, blocks of
Twentieth Century flats, three private
schools and University of Newcastle
upon Tyne halls of residence. Unlike the
other sub-areas it is architecturally
diverse although the similar overall scale
and building materials has provided
cohesion. It has been most affected by
development pressures generated by the
change in demography and the growth of
the private schools.
The Jesmond Road underpass which
provides access to Brandling Village is
dismal. The adjacent high sandstone
random rubble stone wall topped by wire
mesh directs the eye into the middle of
the busy central motorway junction.
Jesmond Parish Church has lost its
Victorian residential setting, it now
appears to be perched above four lanes
of roaring traffic and wedged in at the
rear by the Twentieth Century Royal

Grammar school teaching block. These
two buildings are in total contrast. The
Parish Church was built in 1858 by John
Dobson in the Gothic style. The
sandstone facades are intricate with
large windows decorated with flamboyant
tracery. The square tower is the most
dominant skyline feature at the southern
end of the conservation area. The low
clerestory windows and the bright yellow
porch doors to the south aisle are of a
human scale and provide a welcoming
appearance. The adjacent raised path,
green lawn and few remaining mature
trees, create a feeling of sanctuary
above the motorway footpath. The two
tone brick clad Twentieth Century Royal
Grammar School teaching block appears
very bulky with a dominant horizontal
emphasis. The only relief being two
continuous horizontal window strips and
a lead clad oriel window on the end
elevation.
Lifton House, the late Victorian villa, is
now set on a traffic island. The house is
now in office use and the symmetrical
front façade has had an unsympathetic
Twentieth Century dormer inserted. The
rear of the property is totally obscured by
a mid Twentieth Century extension. The
design of the extension with the regular
bays, strong vertical emphasis and
square tower, would appear to relate to
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provide some screening and enhance
the setting.

•

Lifton House, Eslington Road

Jesmond Parish Church as a modern
interpretation of the Gothic style, bearing
no relationship to the classically
influenced design of Lifton House other
than the choice of matching brickwork.
The perspex panels have degraded over
time losing some of the buildings original
translucence. The retention of the
original front garden boundary
treatment, coursed sandstone topped by
iron railings, has helped to screen the
garden conversion to staff car park.
The Metro station, which occupies the
former site of 3 Victorian villas, detracts
from the character and appearance of
the area. It is a single storey box clad
in shiny black and white composite
panels. The landscape setting to the
south is poor, with extensive red tarmac,
parked cars and raised brick planting
beds crammed with unkempt shrubs. To
the North the mature trees and public art

•
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The three storey curved terrace at the
southern junction of Eslington and
Eskdale Terrace was built in 1877,
subsequently occupied by Newcastle
Preparatory School. It is an interesting
focal point although the design is rather
eclectic, essentially designed as
Victorian terrace housing in red brick with
stone dressings. The façade is relieved
by two storey bay windows and the
corner bays are emphasised by
projecting turrets at third storey roof level
with steeply pitching slate roofs like
witches hats. The terrace is essentially
as designed with the exception of some
unsympathetic Twentieth Century
dormers and the replacement of the
front boundary treatment with either
inferior picket fencing or privet hedging.
The late Victorian planned residential
terrace of Eslington Terrace provides a
very strong frontage to the east side of
the conservation area facing on to the
Metro line. This straight street of
fourteen paired terrace houses is the
longest continuous frontage within the
conservation area. The white glazed
bricks and two storey stone dressed bay
windows are akin to Victorian seaside
town architecture. The group has
remained largely as originally designed,
with six panelled paired front doors set in

Eslington Terrace
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classical stone surrounds, timber sash
windows with quoined stone dressings
and welsh slate roof.
It would appear that these properties are
now predominantly in multi-occupancy or
office use. The consequences of these
changes are visible although mainly on
the rear elevation. The front elevations
have seen the addition of velux type
rooflights and the loss of the front garden
setting. Whilst the stone plinths remain,
the iron railings removed for armaments,
have not been replaced as originally
designed. Instead there is a mix;
painted rendered walls, privet hedges
and various styles of black painted metal
railings. In some cases only the
remaining stone plinth survives. The
treatment within the gardens is similarly
mixed from hard surfaced to colourful
planting. Within the gardens there are
only a few mature trees but the trees
along the Metro line opposite add to the
amenity of the street.
Other alterations to the front elevations
have been the painting of stone
dressings and the unauthorised addition
of satellite dishes. The rear elevations,
originally uniformly designed, have over
time been extended to maximum
capacity in varying shades of brickwork,
with mixed roof and window designs.
The rear yards are primarily used for
curtilage parking.
The site of the Victorian Methodist
Church and Sunday school is now
occupied by the mid Twentieth Century

•

Pilgrim Court, Eslington Road

four storey flat development, Pilgrims
Court. This development is a good
example of sympathetic contemporary
infill development, retaining the scale
and uniformity of the street scene. The
sandy coloured brick facades with artstone dressings have a strong vertical
emphasis, the protecting bay and
window rhythm replicates that of the
adjoining Victorian terrace. The setting
of Pilgrims Court is enhanced by two
mature trees. The former Sunday school
which fronts onto Clayton Road has been
converted for residential use.
The short irregular three storey terrace of
28 to 32 Clayton Road and 41 Eskdale
Terrace are similar in design to the late
Victorian terrace houses on Burdon
Terrace. The front doors are raised high
above the semi basements with wide
stone steps and ornate black painted
Victorian iron railings and make an
elegant and imposing feature. The
continuation of these railings onto
Eskdale Terrace and its return façade
provide a strong corner feature. The
design of this group is more
individualistic; triple bay principle ground
floor windows alternating with the typical
Victorian projecting bay window; small
lancet type windows off set to one side of
the front door; small roundels carved in
the ground floor lintels.
Eskdale Terrace is in total contrast to
Eslington Terrace although the building
line, plot size, materials and overall
height is similar. The Terrace is fronted
by two short rows of late Victorian
terrace houses and seven prominent
individual Twentieth Century buildings of
similar massing; the early Twentieth
Century red brick synagogue, Easton
Hall, Central Newcastle High School for
Girls and Royal Grammar School, the
1930’s Eskdale Mansions, the later
Newcastle University Students halls of
residence and Central Newcastle High
School Science block. It is the most
architecturally diverse street in the
conservation area. Despite the
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differences in architectural design and
quality the street retains an overall
cohesion. It is a predominantly red
coloured street with a red tarmac road,
red brick front boundary walls and red
brick facades. It is relieved by either
natural sandstone dressings, sometimes
painted cream, and cream painted
render. The majority of the
developments retain strong front
boundary treatments: brickwork;
brickwork topped with ornamental iron
railings or trimmed hedgings; timber
boards and trimmed hedging. This
provides uniformity to the street, the
height is frequently two metres or above
which creates a strong separation
between the street and the buildings
behind. The hedging and the mature
front curtilage trees soften and screen
the buildings behind.

•

Eskdale Terrace no. 2-20

26 Clayton Road and 2 to 20 Eskdale
Terrace was the first development to
front onto this terrace. They are mid
Victorian and the design follows a similar
format to other terraces in the
conservation area. Multi red and buff
bricks have been used, with paired front
doors, set in a quasi classical stone
canopy with projecting brackets and
curved lintel. The two storey bay
windows appear to be quite broad. This
illusion is created by the continuous
stone projecting cill band set on
projecting brackets at first floor level and
the continuous projecting stone eaves
cornice. The sash windows are of the
later Victorian style with the centrally
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divided upper light. The variations of
Victorian architectural detailing provide
interest and delight within the
conservation area. This quality prevails
despite the adverse impact of later
alterations such as the loss of the
original front garden treatment and
extensive front dormers. At the back of
the foot path the sandstone plinths and
pillared gate posts mostly remain, where
absent the curtilage treatment is mixed
with examples of poor quality later
railings and hedging. Front gardens
have often been replaced with brick or
concrete slab surfacing which is hard
and urban. The front dormers, although
of differing design create an almost
continuous third storey. They detract
from the quality of the Victorian terrace
as they are boxy and ugly. The painting
of the stone dressings in shades of
cream and one example of grey are a
further example of the incremental
erosion of the terrace. These properties
have suffered from Twentieth Century
development pressures, few remain as
individual dwelling houses, the majority
are now mostly in multi-occupation or
office use.
On the opposite side of the road, built on
the site of former tennis courts is a short
row of six terrace houses. This rather
austere three storey development was
built at the turn of the 20th century. They
appear to be little changed since
originally built with red brick, sandstone
dressings and three storey projecting bay
windows. The majority of the original

•

Eskdale Terrace no. 27-37
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in the ownership of Central Newcastle
High School.

•

Synagogue, Eskdale Terrace
timber sash windows remain, designed
in the late Victorian style with a single
pane lower sash and multi-paned upper
sash. Some have been incorrectly
replaced by a single pane to the upper
sash. Largely these properties are well
cared for and enhanced by several
mature trees in the front gardens. The
recently cleaned sandstone dressings
contrast with the naturally washed black
dressings and those that have been
cream painted.
The Royal Grammar School, Central
Newcastle High School and Synagogue
were all purpose built at the turn of the
20th century. The Synagogue is in the
Romanesque style, with red brick in
contrasting bands and relieving arches of
buff brick. The central entrance is very
decorative containing a colonnaded
portico with polychromatic arches, a
striking blue and gold mosaic frieze and
a large arched stained glass window at
first floor level. It is a delightful gem now

•

Newcastle Central High School,
Loughborough Road

The High School for Girls now known as
Central Newcastle High School is at the
junction with Lambton Road. This
double fronted, three storey school built
in an Edwardian style has at least
trebled in size in the last century. The
predominant features of the original
school are the cream rendered façade
and the large multi-paned window
openings. The emphasis is on the
glazing detail on the end projecting bays,
at ground floor level there are bow
windows, at first floor level a triangular
pediment and at second floor level a
central arched venetian style window.

•

Royal Grammar School,
EskdaleTerrace

The adjacent mid Twentieth Century
science block is detrimental to the
character and appearance of the
conservation area because of its alien
design. The building consists of a four
storey system-build grided block,
horizontal bands of glazing and white
composite panels to the front, with red
brick returns. This functional building
makes use of building materials which
are alien to the conservation area,
compounded by the insensitive design.
The Royal Grammar School site
occupies almost half of this sub area,
whilst most of the land is playing fields
the school buildings provide a strong
frontage onto Eskdale Terrace and
Lambton Road. The two storey neoclassical school designated by Sir Edwin
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Cooper, was purpose built in 1907. Its
distinctive features are the Leicester red
brick and modelled sandstone facades
with renaissance style windows. There
are two listed piers located at the
entrance of the school, which originate
from the C13th hospital of the Virgin
Mary. The School was sympathetically
extended in a pastiche style during the
1930s along the frontage to Eskdale
Terrace and recently, extensively
extended along Lambton Road in a
contemporary design that complements
the detailing and proportions of the
original school buildings. The
continuous ornamental iron railings set
on a low boundary wall in Eskdale
Terrace provides an attractive and formal
separation between the school and the
street, which is increased by a line of
mature protected trees.

façade colours almost camouflage the
building from the overall street scene.
The most recent residential development
on Eskdale Terrace is Eskdale Mansions.
This flat development was constructed in
the 1930s, and although the
development retains an individual identity
it relates sympathetically to the
surrounding conservation area. The four
storey façade is the tallest in the terrace
but the red brick, the strong vertical
emphasis and rhythm of the tile clad and
rendered bays with metal multi-paned
windows harmonises with the differing
Terrace styles. The gardens are
pleasantly landscaped and contain small
trees.

•
•

University Halls of Residence,
Eskdale Terrace

Easton Hall built in the early Twentieth
Century as a Hall of Residence for the
University of Newcastle upon Tyne has a
similar, but less elaborate, appearance
to the Royal Grammar School. Principle
features are the red brick, with
sandstone detailing, Georgian style sash
windows and a slate mansard roof. Set
back from the principle street line is the a
Twentieth Century Hall of residence.
This two storey building is attractive and
restrained, the dark red brick and simple
black window frames complement the
neighbouring red brick development.
The deep landscaped frontage and the
28

Eskdale Mansions, Eskdale Terrace

At present a school gymnasium is being
constructed for the Newcastle
Preparatory School replacing the single
storey timber huts which front onto
Eskdale Terrace. The continuous two
metre close boarded timber fencing
topped by green coated wire mesh along
this street is an alien feature within the
conservation area, creating a defensive
enclosure of the street scape with
inappropriate materials. The Royal
Grammar School junior school on
Lambton Road is a two storey, flat roof
red brick building. It is a poor example of
contemporary infill development. The
offset entrance with projecting oriel box
window and pairs of elongated windows
do not relate to the surroundings
architectural vocabulary. The grey hard
surfaced car park frontage is contrary to
the Nineteenth Century garden settings
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which are an essential characteristic of
the conservation area.
Opposite is a late Victorian terrace of five
double front houses now in office use.
This is an attractive development, with
red brick, sandstone dressings and
pedimented semi-dormer windows. The
cream painted dressings contrast with
the natural weathered grey stone
dressings. Later dormers and the loss of
garden settings detract from the groups
appearance.
The adverse impact of street parking in
this sub-area and traffic created by the
two schools and metro station raises
issues of safety and amenity. The
parked cars along the street have a
harmful visual effect upon the character
and appearance of this area.

•

Mid Twentieth Century
developments, notably Central High
School science building on Eskdale
Terrace and Junior School on
Lambton Road.

•

Fence along Lambton Road
enclosing the school playing fields.

•

The lack of spatial definition around
Jesmond Metro Station and the
pedestrian route into the City
beside Jesmond Parish Church.

Key issues
•

Encourage re-instatement of single
family use for the terrace housing
from multi-occupation and office
use.

•

Traffic management and the control
of intrusive parking within property
curtilage.

Sub-area 3: Summary

Enhancement Potential

Special characteristics

•

Control of curtilage parking and reinstatement of front gardens

•

Improve the landscape setting to
Jesmond Metro Station.

•

Restore residential use to Terrace
housing and resist further
commercial interventions.

•

Mid to late Victorian terrace
housing, Twentieth Century flats
and early Twentieth Century school
buildings all of similar scale.

•

Contrast of the tight grain of terrace
housing plots and the spacious
school playing fields.

•

Variety of different building styles
but with similar building materials.

•

Prominent individual buildings;
Jesmond Parish Church, Lifton
House, Royal Grammar School,
Central Newcastle High School,
Easton Hall, Eskdale Mansions and
the Synagogue.

•

Wide roads, small front gardens
and lack of visible open space.

Against the grain
•

Loss of original boundary treatment
to the Terrace housing and poor
maintenance of the front gardens.

•

Development pressures of multioccupancy and office use of terrace
housing.

3.4 Sub-area 4
– Mid Victorian and early
Twentieth Century
suburban development
north of Clayton Road
Burdon Terrace, Tankerville Terrace (east
side) Otterburn Terrace and Haldane
Terrace.
This sub-area is essentially a lush,
peaceful, well maintained late Victorian/
early Twentieth Century residential
suburb. The chronology of development
of the housing plots is generally based
on the northward extension of the suburb
which correlates to the development of
architectural taste of the period. The
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convergence of Tankerville Terrace and
the metro line, forming a wedge shape
plot, has created contrasting terrace
lengths either lined by rows of terrace
housing or semi-detached villas. The
houses are all two storey, brick faced
with stone dressings. Interest is created
by subtle variation in detailing and plot
width providing paired or double fronted
properties.
The retention of the properties primarily
in residential use is very important,
retaining a well cared for domestic
atmosphere. Traffic on Henshelwood
Terrace, which is a cul-del-sac and
Tankerville Place leading to Otterburn
Terrace is limited largely to that
generated by the occupants, so generally
these streets are very quiet. At off-peak
times Burdon, Haldane and Tankerville
Terrace are also relatively quiet.

•

Burdon Terrace

Burdon Terrace has similar development
pressures as the properties in sub-area
3, primarily due to their scale. These
properties are the largest in this subarea, with a semi-basement, ground and
first floor with attic accommodation in the
roof to the front and three storeys to the
rear with attic accommodation. They
also have very deep garden plots
fronting onto Clayton Road.
Architecturally this paired-fronted late
Victorian terrace is very similar to 28 to
32 Clayton Road. Buff brick with wide
ashlar dressed ground floor bay windows
and wide half storey high steps with
30

ornamental cast-iron railings provide
status to the front doors. Whilst the
architectural uniformity prevails on the
front façade it is affected by incremental
loss of detail and inappropriate modern
additions. The loss of the front railings
and variation in replacement treatment
including unsympathetic coloured low
brick walls or shrubs have eroded the
character of the area. Whilst some of
the original dormers remain, the addition
of large velux type windows and modern
large continuous flat-topped dormers
detract from the original design. The
retention of the chimneys is an important
feature, creating rhythm to the paired
frontages.
The gardens to the rear of these
properties fronting onto Clayton Road
now have a very disharmonious
appearance. Unlike the houses there
never was a uniform design of a single
period. At the end of the Nineteenth
Century only a few outhouses existed.
Subsequently there has been the
incremental development of coach
houses, followed by garages and more
recently mews houses and offices. Over
time the scale has increased from single
storey to a modern standard two storey
building. The resulting ad-hoc
development is at odds with the
character of the conservation area.
The semi-detached Haldane Villas links
Burdon Terrace with the rest of this subarea. It was built prior to 1859, and is
contemporary to Abbotsford Terrace,
pre-dating all other residential
development in this sub-area. The large
plot size with mature planting mostly
screens the properties from view within
the street. Glimpsed through the stonepillared entrance to the southern
Haldane House has an imposing stone
balustraded porte-cochère. The buff
brick stone dressed facades are in
keeping with the neighbouring same
period terraces.
The uniform two storey late Victorian
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•

Haldane Terrace

terrace housing of Haldane Terrace
provide a strong south facing frontage
screening the end gables of Tankerville
and Otterburn Terrace. The gable
elevation returning into Tankerville
Terrace is a well articulated continuation
of the front façade whereas the two
gables facing onto Otterburn Terrace are
quite apparent in their lack of detail.
Painting these gables stone-coloured
has further emphasised the situation.
The established front gardens screen
much of the ground floor elevations. The
triple bay principle bedroom window
above the ground floor bay window
introduces a new design element to the
buff brick, stone dressed paired frontage
design. Small period dormers have in
some instances been replaced with later
dormer designs, the wide flat roofed

designs especially detract from the
visual cohesion of the terrace. Loss of
the original cast iron railings and varied
replacement treatments is noticeable but
established front hedging has assisted in
minimising the apparent impact.

•

•

Otterburn Terrace

The design of the terrace houses on the
west side of Otterburn Terrace is the
same as Haldane Terrace. The
exception are numbers 14 to 16 which
are double fronted instead of paired
fronted, due to the narrowing of the plot
width. This terrace has been subject to
the same incremental erosion of original
features as has Haldane Terrace, but
generally the new or replacement
features have been designed with
greater sensitivity and the terrace has a
pleasant domestic scale.

Otterburn Terrace
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The east side of Otterburn Terrace is
fronted centrally by three pairs of semidetached villas known as Otterburn
Villas, and at the opposite ends are two
rows of three terrace houses known as
Otterburn Villas North or South. They
are all designed in the later Queen Anne
Style with distinctive red brick, ornate
dutch gables and sub-divided upper
pane sash windows with the exception of
Otterburn Villas South, which is mid
Victorian in style. The three semidetached villas are quite imposing set
over a metre above street level. The
three differing designs of each pair is
further emphasised by their later
additions which other than the use of
red-brick do not relate comfortably with
the original house designs. Their
peripheral location minimises their
impact on the character of the
conservation area.
Tankerville Place and Henshelwood
Terrace comprise of three short terraces
of Queen Anne style houses. The
distinctive terracotta colour brickwork is
further emphasised by decorative
terracotta string courses and bay window
inset relief. The retention of the low front
brick wall with regular pillars, and infill
railings or clipped hedges enhances the
setting. On Henshelwood Terrace the

•
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original stone cobbles remain. The only
evident erosion of character is the
introduction of velux type roof lights and
wide flat topped dormers which all
detract from the appearance of these
otherwise well maintained properties.
The later office development at No. 11
Tankerville Place with cream coloured
render at first floor level and mock
timbered gable effectively screens the
poor quality modern infill behind, which
is only visible from the metro line.
No. 20-24 Tankerville Terrace are typical
of late Victorian terrace houses and have
suffered with incremental loss of original
features, the modern roof dormers and
replacement windows are quite
apparent.
No. 1 to No. 14 Tankerville Terrace are a
single terrace of late Victorian houses.

•

Henshelwood Terrace

Tankerville Place
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Like Otterburn Terrace, the design of the
properties responds to the reduction of
plot depth, a result of the topography
and change in street alignment. No. 1 to
No. 8 are double fronted whilst No. 9 to
No. 14 are single fronted. The change is
subtle as the single fronted properties
have an off set front door therefore
continuing the pattern of a single front
door with bay windows either side. The
generous width of the double fronted
houses is an attractive feature which sets
them apart from all the other terraces. In
common with the other contemporary
period terraces in this sub-area they are
two storey, faced with buff bricks, ashlar
dressings and a slate roof. Similar to
Burdon Terrace the design is of an
earlier simpler pattern, with paired first
floor windows above the ground floor
bay windows. Individual interest is
provided by variation in the pilaster
capitals of the door surrounds. The
addition of flat topped modern dormers
is the only obvious modern intervention
to the front elevations, their appearance
is inappropriate and detracts from the
overall harmony of the street scene.
The front gardens make an important
contribution to the street scene. The
original iron railings have been replaced
by low brick walls, clipped hedges or
replica railings at a near uniform level, just below the capital heads of the
remaining front garden stone pillars. The
width of the gardens together with the
height of the front boundary creates the
sense of show gardens. They are well
cared for, individually designed with
mature protected trees, and may be
easily viewed from the street.
Sub-area 4: Summary

•

•

Properties in residential use.

•

Well maintained soft landscaped
gardens and frequent mature trees.

•

Contrasting length terraces due to
the convergence of Tankerville
Terrace and the Metro Line.

Against the Grain
•

A small number of low quality later
Twentieth Century infill
developments and extensions on
Otterburn Terrace and the rear of
Burdon Terrace.

•

Incremental loss of period detailing
and the addition of inappropriate
dormers.

•

Loss of original cast-iron railings
and variety of new boundary
treatment.

•

Loss of front garden to curtilage
parking.

Key Issues
•

Encourage re-instatement of single
family use for the terrace housing
from multi-occupation and office
use.

•

Control incremental loss of period
detailing and inappropriate
extensions.

•

Article 4 Direction to ensure
retention of the original
architecture.

•

Re-instatement of front gardens.

•

Traffic management and the control
of intrusive parking within property
curtilage.

Enhancement Potential
•

Late Victorian and early Twentieth
Century terrace and semi-detached
housing.

Appropriate re-instatement of
boundary treatment especially on
Otterburn and Burdon Terrace.

•

Revision of the back Burdon
Terrace guidelines.

Uniformity provided by similar scale
and use of materials with individual

•

Parking control on Tankerville
Terrace.

Special characteristics
•

delights of architectural detailing.
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3.5 Sub-area 5
- Early Twentieth Century
Arts and Crafts Residential
Development
The last major early Twentieth Century
residential development in Brandling
Conservation Area are the two blocks of
Edwardian Arts and Crafts inspired
terrace housing either side of Kingsland.
This group is unique to the city. The
standard of design is excellent, the
attention to detailing embodying the
principles of the Arts and Crafts
movement. These are two storey
properties with steeply pitched roofs and
purpose designed wide dormers to
provide attic accommodation. The low
brick boundary wall with ashlar copings
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•

Eslington Terrace

•

Clayton Road

and brick piers provide a strong and
continuous boundary treatment.
Between the piers the original metal
railings have been removed and
replaced by a mixture of black painted
metal railings, clipped hedging and close
boarded timber fencing to provide
enclosure and privacy. Throughout the
group there is a subtle variation in
detailing, but the red brick facades, red
tiled roofs, similarly proportioned timber
framed windows with leaded lights and
decorative chimney stacks are common
to all. The houses facing Eslington
Terrace have two storey tile clad bay
windows alternating with square
cornered stone dressed bays with
castellated copings. The return blocks
facing onto Clayton Road and Kingsland
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have similar stone dressed bay windows
alternating with first floor oriel windows.
On the opposite side of Kingsland the
stone dressed bays alternate with bow
fronted windows with copper cladding.
The terrace facing onto Haldane Terrace
is less elaborate than the others. These
properties are generally well maintained
but there is evidence of incremental
erosion principally due to inappropriate
replacement windows, principally UPVC
to a non-original pattern.

Key Issues
•

Article 4 direction to ensure
retention of the original architecture

Enhancement potential
•

Replacement of windows in timber
to the original pattern

•

Haldane Terrace

Sub-area 5: Summary
Special characteristics
•

Two blocks of Arts and Crafts
inspired Edwardian Housing

•

Uniformity of materials and
detailing

Against the Grain
•

Use of later and inappropriate
materials and detailing, i.e. roof
covering windows, infill between
boundary piers.

•

Kingsland
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